
pecially competitiveness, demonstrate, that higher resource efficiency is primarily
meant to reduce production costs for a renewed start for higher European eco-
nomic growth.2 This is confirmed by the overall strategy to augment economic
growth by higher labour productivity.3 Like several theoretical treatments4 Euro-
pean economic policy considers higher labour productivity by means of higher
capital intensity as the main driver for higher growth, but neglects pressures of
high capital intensity on the profit rate. Whereas raising resource efficiency will re-
duce these pressures, smart growth will be capital-augmenting, because it aims at
higher competitiveness by higher labour productivity. Reinforced innovation is ex-
pected to be output-augmenting instead of capital-reducing and the effects of
higher resource efficiency are overruled by the strive for higher economic growth,
which in sum will still be capital augmenting. Inclusive growth, by higher qualifica-
tion will marginally contribute to employment efficiency and both higher employ-
ment and consumption are regarded to depend on high economic growth. Europe
2020 is captured by high growth thinking based on substitution of labour by capital
and high capital intensity. As Europe 2020 is the result of short-run political pres-
sures, it is only a very moderate step towards „a vision of Europe’s social market
economy for the 21st century“.5

2. Capital wealth, resource productivity and economic welfare

In a market economy high economic growth cannot any more be considered as
the adequate approach to solve ecological and economic questions. On the con-
trary, economic policy has to turn to the productive system and to develop a new
factor combination with less capital inputs for a desired level of economic welfare.
In general terms, capital productivity has to be augmented by a capital-saving
technical progress. If we define all man-made capital equipments by KR and natu-
ral capital inputs by KN, productive capital is K = KR + KN and the reduction of KN

has for ecological reasons priority and augments overall capital productivity (Y/K ).
High capital intensity (K/A) can be reduced by less inputs of KN and we will show,
that lower capital intensity gives room for higher consumption and more employ-
ment without augmenting economic growth. But during a transition period a reduc-
tion of capital intensity will accelerate globalisation much less by export surpluses
than by real capital exports.

Economic growth policies have largely neglected the longer term profit squeeze
of capital-intensifying economic growth. By integrating neoclassical and postkey-
nesian growth theories into a general model of capital accumulation we can derive
the pressures on the profit rate and identify higher resource productivity as crucial
for high economic welfare without high economic growth. Defining the growth rate
of working population n, the growth rate of labour productivity t, the rate of capital
accumulation g, the profit rate r, the wage rate l, the propensities to save sp and sl

and the capital productivity m, we can write n + t = g = sp ⋅ r + sl ⋅ l ⋅ m.6 Starting
from a constant working population (n = o), the accumulation rate g depends ex-
clusively on the growth rate of labour productivity (t = g) and for given propensities
to save the needed savings are assured by the income distribution (r,l) and capital
productivity m. For income distribution between profits P and wages L (Y = P + L)
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